
 
SHAINA MOTE 
 
Retail Associate + Social Media Assistant 
 
Duties 
 

 Shop Keeping  
- Ensuring the shop is clean and organized 
- Restocking items which may have sold daily 
- Greeting customers and customer service 
- Hospitality for guests; making tea for clients  
- Light inventory management – counting stock etc. 
- Sending out ecommerce shipments when slow 
- Opening and closing the shop and operating the alarm system 

Sales 
- Working with the Shopify POS system to do sales, gift cards, returns and exchanges 
- Setting goals for shop based on owners target  
- Styling clients based on their needs 
- Gift wrapping items 
- A creative approach to sales in a low foot traffic area 

o Creating VIP client boxes to send out to garner new sales 
o Clienteling 

- Sales and storytelling through the brand lens 
o Sharing knowledge on our production practices, fabrics and fit 

- Being a brand ambassador to the neighborhood and community by exhibiting warmth, 
confidence and knowledge of brand mission and identity 

Social Media 
- Assisting owner with social media tasks via the Pinterest and Instagram platforms 

o Instagram 
§ Taking images of shop and studio behind the scenes with iphone  
§ Scheduling out posts based on studio calendar 
§ Pulling in inspiration with sources to app Planoly for approval 
§ Running analytics to discover best times to post, which content performs best, 

etc 
o Pinterest 

§ Adding to and creating new boards based on owners creative direction 
§ Adding in collection images to pinterest when needed 

Miscellaneous 
- Sales for special events such as sample sales and fairs 
- Ecommerce customer service emails, if needed 

 
We offer: 

- A positive working environment in a light filled studio/ store with an intimate and fun team. 
- A base hourly wage plus commission on sales, based on experience.  
- An integrated work environment within a working design atelier and shop. 
- A clothing allowance of $200 retail per month. 

 
Our requirements: 

- At least one year experience in sales for women’s clothing 
- A self starter attitude, with passion for the brand and excellent customer service and 

communication skills 
- Reliable attitude, honest and trustworthy 
- A strong, synergistic vision to the brand visual language is a plus for styling and social media 

work 
- Knowledge in Instagram, Gmail, Gsheets and Pinterest is required 
- Knowledge in Shopify POS and Planoly is a plus 
- Spanish speaking is a plus 
- Part time – between 14-32 hours per week dependent on schedule 


